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The effect of magnetic. declination on the noon bite-out phenomenon is investigated. The occurrence of
critical sunspot number for east declination stations during the sunspot minimum period and for west declination-stations
during sunspot maximum period is explained on the basis of the theoretical model of R. A.
Goldberg. [Ann. Geophys., 22 (1966), 588].

1. Introduction
the F2 region by Appleton],
Bailey2,
and Rastogi3, have shown that the magnetic field of
the earth has a control over the characteristics of this
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region. Extensive work has been done on the symmetric behaviour of foF2 about the dip equator, and
magnetic dip emerged as a useful parameter in explaining the behaviour of the F2 region.
However,
the effect of longitude on the F2 region established
by Maeda4 Rao5, Lyon and Thomas6, Rastogi and
Sanatani7,
and Rao and MalhottaB indicated that the
dip parameter alone cannot fully account for the
magnetic control.
Eyfrig9 has suggested
that
the influence
of
magnetic declination upon the diurnal variation of
[oF2 is so strong chat any theory that leaves out
magnetic declination as a parameter of control will
fail to describe the features of the F2 layer. He also
suggested that there is a certain, but com plica ted influence of dcciination on the equatorial
F2 region.
Goldberg10 developed a theoretical
model based on
the skewness between the magnetic control and
geographically oriented solar control to interpret F2
declination
effects. Comparing
the predictions of
Goldberg's
theoretical
model concerning
topside
vertical and latitudinal density slope behaviour with
their experimental results of Aloutte topside sounder
satellite, Fitzenreiter et a/.ll suggested that the declination effect is a factor which must be considered as
an important perturbation.
It is well known that the diurnal variation of [oF2
often exhibits a minimum around noon with peaks in
the forenoon and afternoon hours. This phenomenon
is usually referred to as noon 'bite-out' and is mostly
confined to the equatoriallatitudes12.
It may be noted
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that the explanations of Mitra13 and Martyn14 also
account for the noon bite-out phenomenon of the
equational F2 Region. In this paper the effect of
magnetic declination
on the noon bite-out phenomenon is investigated.

2. Results
Olatunji15 reported that out of the two peaks in
the diurnal variation of foF2 for equat6rial
stations,
the afternoon
peak was higher during the sunspot
minimum period, and with increasing sunspot number the forenoon peak became prominent.
The sunspot region in which the magnitudes of the forenoon
and afternoon peaks becomes equal is referred to as
the 'critical sunspot number'.
Sam.a and Mitra16
showed that this critical sunspot number increased
with increases in magnetic dip. But Raju and Ra017
have shown after a more detailed analysis that the
critical sunspot number is dependent
both on geographic latitude and magnetic dip.
In Fig. 1 the variation of the paramet~r 'G', pertaining to the diurnal asymmetry of foF2, with the
sunspot number for Huancayo and Kodaikanal
are
IfI-f31
/(t3-t]),
presented. 'G' is defined asG
where fl and [3 refer to the forenoon and afternoon
peaks of foF2 respectively and t I and t3 are the
corresponding times. The minimum value of G is indicative of the sunspot number region wherein the
([3)
magnitudes of the fore noon (f I) a nd afternoon
peaks are equal. Though Kodaikanal is situated in
the northern hemisphere and Huancayo in the southern hemisphere,
the magnitude of the magnetic
dip at both the stations is approximately
the same.
The critical sunspot number for Huancayo, whose
magnetic declination is SeE, has a value 30-40 while
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The above results can be explained on the
basis of -the ,theoretical model', <:tl$t-U9sedbY '.Gbldber:10• This model has been developed based on
a F-region current system necessary to create a
balance of forces under equilibrium
conditions. In
Fig. 2 the, theoretically predicted effect of declination
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on the F2 region electron density profile is presented.
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Fig. 2 it is clear that for Hations having

west declination ther~ is a tendency to suppress the
morning values of NmF2 (1'24 X 10. x foF2, where
foF2 is in MHz) and enhance: the c'Vltning values.
Obviously the morning and aJtern<>6nr '~ks' of the
noon bite-out ph~r1otnenon wHJ'be i6:iiutn~ed by this
effect. On the contrary for' sti:ltions"havingei.lj.t declination the effectiioppoKite,
and .it~ome$
c1~ar
why the critical sunspot number is low for Huancayo '
and Talara and high for Kodaikanal,. Trivandrum
and Tiruchirapally.
-.
n'! >i'l"
,Kohl{,etal.18 have suggested Hult dlUferetJtdlutnal
variati{}M observed at Pft.irs of'Stati01ll~)baving siiMiJAit
geoti'aphic
Ji:ltitudesand!' magnetic ',ihcliti~tibft~; l1Uti
different declinations may be dau~td,.." hcUtMI<a'it
winds which produce at any stati()rt~tticaJionos-.
pheric drifts having diurnal vatiationwtih
a phage
and amplitude which depend on the local m$:gMt~
declination.
However,it is known that at eqlilatorial
latitudes, to Which Our analysis is confined, the nett ••
ttal air winds do not pia:)' an essentialroJeu.
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Fig. I - The variatiOl1 of G with sunspot number for HUancayo (deci. =5°E) ahd KOdaikanal (dec!. == 3~ W)
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